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Abstract In this work, we study the phenomena of dumping in a duopoly market
through an infinitely repeated game. We consider two firms of different countries
competing in the same country. When both firms are cooperating, if the foreign firm
deviates from cooperation this can be interpreted as dumping and a period of punish-
ment can be imposed to the foreign firm. After this, firms can play continuously the
deviation-punishment game or competeà la Cournot. Previously, we observe that
the repeated strategy of deviation-punishment is not adopted in the case of symmet-
ric demand equations. Here, we observe that this strategy ofrepeated dumping can
appear as the best repeated strategy when the demand equations are non-symmetric.

1 Introduction

The phenomena of dumping appear when a firm practices a price for a certain good
in the foreign market lower than the price charged for the same good in the domestic
market [14]. Since this can be seen as selling at less than thefair value, the dumping
is assumed to be an unfair practice in international trade. This type of pricing pol-
icy is frequently associated with a deliberate action of large companies to eliminate
competition in foreign markets, in order to consolidate as monopolies. Hence, this
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phenomena is highly related with companies that have a huge productive capacity.
To protect the domestic industry, many governments developed anti-dumping laws
to impose penalties on suspiciously low-priced imports. Togovern the application
of anti-dumping measures there exist the “anti-dumping agreement”, created by the
World Trade Organization (WTO). Te WTO aims to supervise and liberalize inter-
national trades, promoting the negotiation between members to ensure a freely and
fair trade between nations.

Dumping is studied in this work as a phenomena that happens inan interna-
tional trade between two nations. Hence, we consider two firms of different coun-
tries competing in quantities of a certain good at the same country [12]. The trade
runs infinitely, in a discrete number of periods of a game thathave three different
strategies: collusion, deviation from collusion followedby punishment and Cournot.
In the collusion strategy both firms cooperate in their mutual benefit and produce the
quantities that maximize the joint profit. After a period of the game when both firms
play collusion, the foreign firm might deviates from collusion abandoning the coop-
eration between both. This deviation can be understood as dumping since the price
practiced by the foreign firm decreases in the period of deviation. As consequence
of deviation, the foreign firm might suffer a punishment in the period after the de-
viation if the dumping is proved. The punishment results from a penalty imposed
by the government of the home country, usually, as a tariff per unit of the good. We
assume that this tariff puts the foreign firm out of the marketin the punishment pe-
riod and, therefore, the home firm realizes the monopoly profit in this period of the
game. To impose anti-dumping duties, the home firm have to lobby its government
by a certain price that will decrease its own profit in the punishment period. There
are two ways in which the domestic firm can induce its government to impose a
tariff. First, the domestic firm can strategically alter itsbehavior (trying to induce
the deviation of the foreign firm) and thereby influence anti-dumping outcome in
the following stage of the game (see Ethier and Fischer [5], Fischer [6], Staiger and
Wolak [13] and Reitzes [11]). Second, by mounting politicalpressure (see Moore
[9, 10], DeVault [2], and Hansen and Prusa [7, 8]). After the two periods of the
game, when the foreign firm deviates from collusion and suffer the punishment, the
home firm has two possible repeated strategies to adopt: allow the repetition of the
strategies taken by both firms in the previous two periods, originating the repeated
deviation-punishment strategy, or force a Cournot competition where the firms pro-
duce the amount of output independently of each other to maximize its own profits,
originating the deviation-punishment followed by Cournotstrategy. To implement
this repeated game we developed an economical model in [1] and observe that the
optimal strategies in the symmetric case of the model are repeated collusion and
deviation-punishment followed by Cournot. Here, we consider the non-symmetric
model and observe that the repeated deviation-punishment strategy should also be
adopted for some parameter values.
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2 The economic model

We consider an international trade market constituted by a duopoly, where one firm
from the home country is competing in quantities of production for a certain good
with another firm from a foreign country. LetF1 denote the home firm andF2 the
foreign firm. Letqi denote the produced quantities andpi the selling prices for firm
Fi, i = 1,2. We assume a quadratic utility function that origins the linear inverse
demand functions [3, 4, 15]

p1 = α1−β1q1− γq2

p2 = α2− γq1−β2q2
, (1)

with αi > 0, βi > 0 andβ1β2 ≥ γ2. The parametersαi represents the maximum
price that anyone would pay for the good andβi measures the negative relationship
between the quantity demanded and the price. The parameterγ measures the degree
of substitutability of the goods: these can be substitutes if γ > 0, independent ifγ = 0
or complements ifγ < 0. The goods are perfect substitutes whenβ1 = β2 = γ and
perfect complements whenβ1 = β2 =−γ. If α1 = α2 andβ1 = β2 = γ the model do
not distinguish the goods produced by the two firms and therefore we say that they
are identical. With these notations and neglecting the marginal costs, the profit for
the firmFi is given by

πi = pi qi = (αi −βiqi − γq j)qi , i = 1,2 . (2)

3 The dumping game

Now, we consider an infinitely repeated game where both firms have to choose in
every periods of the game the quantities of the goods that will be produced.

The first strategy that we consider is collusion. This strategy corresponds to a
cooperation in mutual benefit of both firms in order to maximize the joint profit
(π1 + π2). If both firms adopt a collusion strategy in every periods of the game,
namely, therepeated collusion strategy (COL), the total value of the profit realized
by the home firm is given by

πCOL
1 =

α1 (α1β2−α2γ)
4(β1β2− γ2)

, (3)

and given by

πCOL
2 =

α2 (α2β1−α1γ)
4(β1β2− γ2)

, (4)
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for the foreign firm, as derived in [1]. To simplify the expressions of the profits, Eq.
(3), (4) and the equations of the profits in the next repeated strategies are multiplied
by the factor(1−δ ), whereδ ∈ (0;1) denotes the rate of discount.

Now, we assume that, after a certain period of the game when both firms play a
collusion strategy, the foreign firm deviates from collusion in order to maximize
its own profit. If it is proved that this deviation is dumping,a following period
of punishment can be imposed to the foreign firm. The punishment results from
the home firm lobby its own government to impose a prohibitivetariff on the for-
eign firm during the period of punishment. After these two periods of deviation
and punishment of the foreign firm, we assume that the home firmmight allow the
repetition of this deviation-punishment strategy, resulting in therepeated deviation-
punishment strategy (DPR), or might force a Cournot competition, resulting in the
Deviation-Punishment followed by a Cournot strategy (DPC). In the case of the
repeated deviation-punishment strategy, it was derived in[1] that

πDPR
1 =

(

2α1β1β 2
2 −3β2α1γ2+α2γ3

) β2α1−α2γ
8β2(β1β2−γ2)2

+δ
(

α2
1

4β1
−L

)

1+δ
, (5)

is the total value of the profit for the home firm, whereL is the price payed by the
home firm to lobby its government. For the foreign firm, the total value of the profit
is given by

πDPR
2 =

β2

1+δ

(

2α2β1β2−α2γ2− γβ2α1

4β2(β1β2− γ2)

)2

. (6)

In the case of both firms play a deviation-punishment strategy in the first two
periods of the game and afterwards play a Cournot competition, the total profit for
the home firm is given by

πDPC
1 = (1−δ )

(

(

2α1β1β 2
2 −3β2α1γ2+α2γ3) β2α1−α2γ

8β2(β1β2− γ2)2

+δ
(

α2
1

4β1
−L

))

+δ 2β1

(

2α1β2− γα2

4β1β2− γ2

)2

, (7)

and the total profit for the foreign firm is given by

πDPC
2 = (1−δ )β2

(

2α2β1β2−α2γ2− γβ2α1

4β2(β1β2− γ2)

)2

+δ 2β2

(

2α2β1− γα1

4β1β2− γ2

)2

. (8)
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4 Main results and discussion

The action of make dumping corresponds to the deviation fromcollusion practiced
by the foreign firm. Hence, the foreign firm starts to decide between deviation-
punishment strategy or maintain the collusion strategy. Ifthe foreign firm chooses
the deviation-punishment strategy, then the home firm will decide to play a repeated
deviation-punishment strategy or to force a Cournot competition. To discover which
strategy leads to a higher profit and therefore the best repeated strategy for both
firms, we will compare the previous expressions of the profits. The case of sym-
metric model, parametersα1 = α2 andβ1 = β2, was studied in [1] and the repeated
deviation-punishment strategy never was the best repeatedstrategy. Now, we will
show that this strategy appears as best repeated strategy for both firms if the param-
eter values do not make the model symmetric.

To decide between make dumping or maintain collusion, the foreign firm starts
to observe what the home firm will choose to do in the periods after the deviation-
punishment. If the home firm prefer repeat the deviation-punishment rather than
Cournot competition and if the foreign firm prefer repeat thedeviation-punishment
strategy rather than collusion

πDPR
2 > πCOL

2 ∧ πDPR
1 > πDPC

1 (9)

then the best repeated strategy for the game is the repeated deviation-punishment
strategy(DPR). To discover when this strategy should be adopted, we start to com-
pute the values of the rate of discountδ for which πDPR

1 = πDPC
1 and obtain

δ DPC/DPR
1 =

(

γ6−8γ5+12γ4+8γ3+48γ2−128γ +64
)

γ
4γ7−96γ5+128γ4+336γ3−512γ2−320γ +512

. (10)

In this result, and throughout the following results, we fix the parametersα1 = α2

andβ2 = 2β1 = 2. We also consider that the home firm does not pay to lobby its

government, henceL = 0. For values ofδ < δ DPC/DPR
1 we observe thatπDPC

1 >
πDPR

1 and the home firm will choose the Cournot competition after the deviation-

punishment periods, and for values ofδ > δ DPC/DPR
1 we observe thatπDPR

1 > πDPC
1

and the home firm will choose to repeat the deviation-punishment after the first two
periods of deviation-punishment. These choices of the homefirm are illustrated in
Fig. 1 (a). Solving the equationπDPR

2 = πCOL
2 for the same parameter values, we

obtain the curve

δ DPR/COL
2 =

(

γ2−4γ +4
)

γ2

8γ3−8γ2−16γ +16
. (11)

For values ofδ < δ DPR/COL
2 we observe thatπDPR

2 > πCOL
2 and the foreign firm

prefers the repeated deviation-punishment strategy. For values ofδ > δ DPR/COL
2 we

observe thatπCOL
2 > πDPR

2 and the foreign firm prefers the repeated collusion strat-
egy, as illustrated in Fig. 1 (b). Hence, by Eq. (9), we conclude that for values ofδ
such that
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Fig. 1: The curveδ DPC/DPR
1 (left) where the profits of the home firm in theDPC

andDPR strategies are equal. The home firm realizes a higher profit with theDPR
strategy above the curve and with theDPC strategy below the curve. The curve

δ DPR/COL
2 (right) dividing the(γ;δ ) plane in the regions where the foreign firm

prefers theDPR strategy and theDPC strategy. The values of the parameters used
are:α1 = α2, β2 = 2β1 = 2 andL = 0.

δ DPC/DPR
1 < δ < δ DPR/COL

2 (12)

the best repeated strategy for both firms is the repeated deviation-punishment
(DPR), as illustrated in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 The δ DPC/DPR
1 curve

above which the home firm
prefers the DPR strategy and

the δ DPR/COL
2 curve below

which the foreign firm prefers
the DPR strategy. For values

of δ aboveδ DPC/DPR
1 and

below δ DPR/COL
2 the best

repeated strategy for both
firms isDPR.
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On the other hand, if the home firm will chose a Cournot competition rather than
play a repeated deviation-punishment game and if the foreign firm prefer a Cournot
game after the deviation-punishment periods

πDPC
2 > πCOL

2 ∧ πDPC
1 > πDPR

1 (13)
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then the best repeated strategy for the game is deviation-punishment followed by
Cournot(DPC). We start to observe that the equationπDPC

2 = πCOL
2 is quadratic

A2δ 2+A1δ +A0 = 0 , (14)

with

A2 = −64γ6+256γ5
−1024γ3+768γ2+1024γ −1024,

A1 = γ8+4γ7
−20γ6

−80γ5+144γ4+512γ3
−512γ2

−1024γ +1024,

A0 = −γ8+4γ7+12γ6
−64γ5+256γ3

−256γ2 .

The two solutions of eq. (14) define the curveδ DPC/COL
2 plotted in Fig. 3 (a). On the

right hand side of the curveδ DPC/COL
2 we observe thatπDPC

2 > πCOL
2 and the foreign

firm prefers a Cournot competition after the two periods of deviation-punishment.

On the left hand side of the curveδ DPC/COL
2 we observe thatπCOL

2 > πDPC
2 and the

foreign firm prefers the repeated collusion strategy ratherthan deviation-punishment
followed by Cournot competition. Hence, considering the solution of Eq. (14) given

by δ DPC/COL
2 =

(

−A1−

√

A2
1−4A2A0

)

/(2A2) and theδ DPC/DPR
1 curve defined in

Eq. (10), by Eq. (13) we conclude that for values ofδ such that

δ < δ DPC/COL
2 ∧ δ < δ DPC/DPR

1 (15)

the best repeated strategy for both firms is deviation-punishment followed by
Cournot(DPC), as illustrated in Fig. 3 (b).
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Fig. 3: The curveδ DPC/COL
2 separating the preferable strategy for the foreign firm: on

the left hand side it prefers theCOL strategy and on the right hand side it prefers the

DPC strategy. The curvesδ DPC/COL
2 andδ DPC/DPR

1 (right) defining the parameters
region where the best repeated strategy for both firms isDPC.
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Fig. 4 The curvesδ DPC/DPR
1 ,

δ DPR/COL
2 and δ DPC/COL

2
dividing the(γ;δ ) plane in
the regions where the best
repeated strategy isCOL,
DPC andDPR.
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The best repeated strategy for the game is repeated collusion (COL) if, when
the home firm will choose a Cournot competition, the foreign firm prefers col-
lusion rather than Cournot, or if, when the home firm will choose a repeated
deviation-punishment strategy, the foreign firm prefers collusion rather than re-
peated deviation-punishment

(

πCOL
T,2 > πDPC

T,2 ∧ πDPC
T,1 > πDPR

T,1

)

∨
(

πCOL
T,2 > πDPR

T,2 ∧ πDPR
T,1 > πDPC

T,1

)

. (16)

Using the curvesδ DPC/DPR
1 , δ DPR/COL

2 andδ DPC/COL
2 we characterize the parameter

values for which the best repeated strategy is collusion. InFig. 4, we present this re-
gion of values in addition to the regions where the best repeated strategy is repeated
deviation-punishment and deviation-punishment followedby Cournot.

For other values of the parametersα1, α2, β1 andβ2 the curves of diagram pre-
sented in Fig. 4 are very similar. When the price payed by the home firm to lobby

its own government is positiveL > 0, we observe that theδ DPC/DPR
1 curve goes up

and the repeated deviation-punishment tends to disappear.This is expectable since
the home firm would not be much interested to pay a positive amount to lobby its
government so many times.

5 Conclusions

In this work we observe that the repeated deviation-punishment strategy, that can be
interpreted as a repeated strategy for dumping, appears as the best repeated strategy
in an international trade if we consider non-symmetric inverse demand functions,
in contrast with the symmetric case. This repeated deviation-punishment strategy is
more likely to be adopted by the two firms if the goods traded are highly substitutes,
which is the case of high values ofγ.
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